ABSTRACT With the rapid development of mobile health technologies and applications in recent years, large amounts of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals that need to be processed timely have been produced. Although the CPU-based sequential automated ECG analysis algorithm (CPU-AECG) designed for identifying seven types of heartbeats has been in use for years, it is single-threaded and handling lots of concurrent ECG signals still poses a severe challenge. In this paper, we propose a novel GPU-based automated ECG analysis algorithm (GPU-AECG) to effectively shorten the program executing time. A new concurrencybased GPU-AECG, named cGPU-AECG, is also developed to handle multiple concurrent signals. Compared with the CPU-AECG, our cGPU-AECG achieves a 35 times speedup when handling 24-h-long ECG data, without reducing the classification accuracy. With cGPU-AECG, we can handle 24-h-ECG signals from thousands of users in a few seconds and provide prompt feedback, which not only greatly improves the user experience of mobile health services, but also reduces the economic cost of building healthcare platforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile health technologies, electrocardiogram (ECG), as an easy-to-acquire physiological signal with significant clinical relevance, is becoming more and more popular in home-care and mobile-care devices [1] - [7] . ECG results in a massive flow of physiological data that must be processed in real time. Efficiently handling large amounts of data is a big challenge to current computational resources. Due to the characteristics of the healthcare service, Holter users tend to follow similar schedules and upload data collectively, creating a surging computational burden for the service platform. Typically, it takes 3-4 seconds for a computing server equipped with a single Intel Xeon E5-26xx CPU to identify 7 types of heartbeats on a 24-hour single-lead ECG signal with a sampling frequency at 150 Hz and 12 bit resolution. About 1000 computational cores would be needed to handle 1000 concurrent data submission requests, which can easily be reached on a platform serving 500,000 active users who upload their data during a one-hour time window. This would cost approximately $75,000 per month if the Amazon AWS cloud service is used. A reduction in computational resources would lead to prolonged delay in result feedback and poor user experiences [8] . In cases involving real-time ECG monitoring such as emergency care or cardiac event detection, timely responses are an urgent demand and the capability of handling many concurrent ECG signals in real time is critical for automated ECG analysis platforms.
In recent years, a number of methods have been used in automated ECG analysis, including wavelet coefficient and infinite impulse response filtering, dynamic threshold feature detection, autoregressive modeling, Bayesian network and neural networks classification [9] - [15] . Sambhu and Umesh [11] used a wavelet transform to decompose the ECG signal and extracted 25 ECG features. Li et al. [13] proposed an improved infinite impulse response to eliminate baseline drift of main interference frequency band and 50-Hz power frequency interference. The features were used in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to differentiate normal and abnormal heartbeats. Kiranyaz et al. [12] presented a patient-specific ECG classification system based on 1-dimension convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Bayesian network classifier were utilized to extract statistical features and identify abnormal heartbeats [14] , [15] .
Theoretically, the above-mentioned ECG analysis pipelines can be accelerated through the power of parallel computing, and various attempts have been made by researchers on partial steps of the pipeline or other ECG related computational problems [16] - [21] . Shen et al. [17] introduced an implementation of parallel computation for computer simulation of ECG. Niederhauser et al. [19] presented a GPU-based parallelization method to speed up offline baseline wander filter algorithms. Lopes and Ribeiro [16] presented a parallel implementation of the BackPropagation (BP) and the Multiple Back-Propagation (MBP) algorithm in fast pattern classification of ventricular arrhythmias. Marz and Warren [18] proposed Lambda architecture which solved the problem of computing arbitrary functions on arbitrary data by decomposing a problem into sub-problems. Audsley et al. [20] proposed an architectural model, which addressed challenges resulting from infrastructure. These studies show that adopting parallel computing, especially GPU computing, greatly boosts the computing speed of ECG processing steps such as filtering or waveform classification. However, the studies focused on only one step of the analysis pipeline; there are limited works focusing on parallelizing the entire automatic analysis pipeline. It should be noted that parallelization of the entire pipeline cannot be achieved by simply combining the parallelized modules because the computation overheads brought by data relocation or communication weaken the overall performance if a sophisticated re-design is not applied to the algorithm architecture.
In this study, we propose a GPU-based parallelization program called GPU-AECG, which encompasses the entire automated ECG analytic pipeline including, preprocessing, feature detection, and waveform classification, based on a previously proposed single-threaded pipeline called CPU-AECG [22] , [23] . The proposed algorithm (GPU-AECG) efficiently parallelizes the time-consuming parts of CPU-AECG and achieves excellent overall speedups. To cope with the demands of handling many independent concurrent signals, cGPU-AECG is proposed, which is based on GPU-AECG and exploits the concurrency programming paradigm of CPU multi-process and GPU multi-stream. The experimental results show that GPU-AECG maintains the accuracy of ECG data analysis, and the processing time cost for 168-hour-long ECG data is less than 2 seconds. For 24-hour-long ECG data, the speedups of GPU-AECG and cGPU-AECG reach 11.8× CPU-AECG processing and 35.0× CPU-AECG processing respectively. These results are achieved in spite of the fact that the CPU core used is 16.5× faster in single-core performance than a GPU core. The computing performance of CPU-AECG is thus greatly improved for healthcare platforms.
This paper offers the following contributions to the field of ECG research: 1) We parallelize the full pipeline of automated ECG waveform analysis (including ECG abnormal heartbeats detection) through proposal of the GPU-AECG algorithm with a novel parallel strategy. In processing 24-hour-long ECG data, the GPU-AECG speedup is 11.8× its single-thread counterpart CPU-AECG, measured by real-time clock and 193.5× after adjusting for the single-core performance difference. 2) We further propose the cGPU-AECG algorithm, on the basis of GPU-AECG, enabling concurrent analysis challenge of multiple long-term ECG signals. In this way, when concentrated users requests create surging computational burden for the healthcare platform, the CPU and GPU computing resources can be better utilized. The speedup of cGPU-AECG is 35.0× comparing to CPU-AECG, measured by real-time clock, and 574× after adjusting for the single-core performance difference, when the number of concurrencies is 50. This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the previous work related to health platforms and CPU-AECG. A detailed description of GPU-AECG and cGPU-AECG is offered in section III. Section IV presents the performance comparison among CPU-AECG, GPU-AECG, and cGPU-AECG. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PREREQUISITES
ECG is a non-invasive, convenient, and reliable method of measuring the electric characteristics of the heart [24] . It provides abundant information regarding the health state of the heart and has become one of the most important methods for diagnosing multiple health problems on an individual. Fig. 1 shows two normal ECG cycles. A single cycle represents successive atrial and ventricular depolarization/repolarization, which occurs with the peaks and troughs of the ECG waveform and are labeled P, Q, R, S and T. The width of the QRS complex starts from the Q wave and ends at the S wave. RR interval is defined as the width between two nearby R peaks. The accurate identification of QRS complex and the RR interval is critical for reliable assessment of cardiac-autonomic function.
In this section, the healthcare platform on which the CPU-AECG runs is presented and then the process of CPU-AECG is described in detail. 
A. ARCHITECTURE OF THE HEALTHCARE PLATFORM
The wide availability of remote diagnosing and monitoring allows patients to access general health information from healthcare platforms at any time, without having to visit a medical provider. Using new information technologies like cloud computing wearable devices or intelligent mobile phones, physiological signals of an individual can be collected and then uploaded to a healthcare platform via the internet. The platform then schedules data analysis and gives feedback to users. He et al. proposed a practice system named HCloud to handle potential large requests, including ECG signal processing, from the internet [1] , [3] . Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the healthcare platform.
The original healthcare platform hardware is organized into clusters by a number of ordinary PCs (personal computers) and servers with no prominent configurations. The concurrent processing relies on the HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) node balancer. ECG processing tasks are resolved by a single task among different servers without real parallelized compute abilities, which can be called multi-in/singleout. The user experience is poor when long-term ECG tasks are performed, and when there is a large number of requests that are beyond the capabilities of node balancer scheduling.
It is likely that adopting a new methodology to enhance the paralleling computing abilities will achieve multi-in/multiout performance through improving hardware conditions, especially by introducing the GPU node into the platform. Section III B and III C will describe the parallel implementation in detail.
B. CPU-AECG: AUTOMATED ECG ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
CPU-AECG is one of the essential components of analysis algorithms in the healthcare platform. This section describes an entire CPU-AECG process which consists of signal preprocessing (filtering and artifact removal), feature detection, and waveform classification [22] , [25] . Fig. 3 shows the entire CPU-AECG flowchart.
1) PREPROCESSING
In signal preprocessing, the original ECG signal is band-pass filtered from 0.05Hz to 40Hz using a Butterworth infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter [26] , [27] to remove baseline wandering and high frequency noise. Then, the filtered ECG signal is segmented into N epochs that are 5 seconds long. The standard deviation (SD) is calculated for each epoch. The maximum and minimum SD threshold are then set to identify an artifact. All artifacts are marked in this step and are not included in subsequent analysis process.
2) FEATURE DETECTION
In this step, the position of R peaks and QRS complexes will be located. A mathematical morphology (MM) [28] , [29] filter is used to enhance the QRS complex. The morphology information of a signal is extracted by using structuring elements. In MM, there are two basic morphological operators: erosion and dilation.
The erosion operator is firstly used on the preprocessed ECG signal followed by a dilation operation. Thus, the weak noise peak could be better depressed and the QRS complex is enhanced. This enhancement is necessary for accurate R peaks and QRS complexes detection.
The detection of R peaks and QRS complexes is accomplished using a dynamic threshold method. The enhanced ECG is firstly segmented into N 5-second-long epochs. For each epoch, a threshold is determined based on the maximum and minimum value of the epoch as well as a threshold coefficient which ranges from 0.3 to 0.4 [25] , [26] . Then, for all epochs, the position lists of R peaks and QRS complexes are acquired. This process is shown in Fig. 4 . 
3) WAVEFORM CLASSIFICATION
With the acquired position lists of R peaks and QRS complexes, the RR interval and QRS complex width can be easily obtained. Following general clinical ECG arrhythmia detection methods [28] , [30] , this study preliminarily uses the QRS width and RR interval sequences to recognize 7 types of ECG arrhythmias. The 7 types of ECG arrhythmias are: normal sinus heartbeat (N), arrest (AB), missed beats (MB), atrial premature beats (APB), ventricular premature beat (VPB), bigeminy (BM), and trigeminy (TM). Heartbeat judgement rules of the 7 types of ECG rhythms are listed in Table 1 .
There are usually interferences such as body motion artifacts, which may result in incorrect analysis. Therefore, a further correction step for classification results is needed in case there were misjudgments. An ECG template matching method is proposed in order to avoid misjudgments. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the correction details are as follows:
(1) The ECG signal is segmented into 5-minute-long epochs. (2) According to the previous heartbeats classification results identified by rules in Table 1 , search initial 5 continuous normal heartbeats in each epoch and save the corresponding heartbeats information. The heartbeat information is 0.5 second data points which are made up of 0.1 second data points before R peak and 0.4 second data points after R peak. (3) Average the 5 normal heartbeats to get an ECG template. At the same time, the location information of all abnormal heartbeats in each epoch are acquired. (6) Additionally, for an arrest or missed beat, the two adjacent R peaks are selected to determine whether a QRS complex was missed. If there is a missed QRS complex, the corresponding information of the beat is corrected and then the RR interval sequence is updated. This correction step could effectively solve the potential problem of misjudgment of a normal ECG signal, and therefore improve the reliability of the classification results. After correction, the classification results are re-marked.
III. PARALLELIZATION OF AUTOMATED ECG ANALYSIS
In this section, GPU-AECG is proposed to solve the timeconsuming problem of CPU-AECG in processing longterm ECG data. cGPU-AECG is then proposed based on GPU-AECG to handle multiple concurrent signals at a certain time of day.
A. GPU FRAMEWORK
GPU has a large number of parallel working cores and requires an adaptive programming paradigm. NVIDIA provides the coding paradigm called ''compute unified device architecture'' (CUDA). CUDA is a C language-extended programming model that allows a programmer to carry out data parallel computations using kernels. Kernels are executed in parallel by different CUDA threads on GPU. To invoke a kernel, language extensions are used to specify the runtime values for the number of threads in each block. The CUDA programming model is supported by an architecture built around a scalable array of multi-threaded Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs). Each SM has over a hundred of Scalar Processor (SP) cores on modern GPU. For example, the number of SP cores on Tesla K20Xm is 192. When a CPU program invokes a kernel grid, its blocks are distributed to SM through available computing capacity. When computing is finished, new blocks are then launched on the vacated SMs. SMs can implement rapid barrier synchronization since each SM creates, manages, and executes concurrent threads in hardware with zero scheduling overhead. Therefore, CUDA is an important tool for efficient implementation of fine-grained parallelism.
B. GPU-AECG: GPU IMPLEMENTATION FOR CPU-AECG
According to the time cost statistics of a 24-hour-long ECG signal in a single-threaded execution (Fig. 6) , we found that main parts of time cost are from waveform classification and feature detection, accounting for 52% and 34% respectively. The computational complexity of both waveform classification and feature detection are O(KN). They are time-consuming when N is very large. Therefore these two processes are major concern when we implement the algorithm on GPU in order to obtain a large acceleration ratio. Besides, signal filtering and the artifact removal process accounted for 5% and 9% of the time cost respectively. The signal filtering process is implemented by IIR filter, and [20] showed that it could not be implemented in parallel. For this reason, in preprocessing step only the artifact removal process is implemented in parallel on GPU to obtain additional speedups.
Meanwhile, the entire algorithm scheme is reorganized to take advantage of CPU and GPU computing resources as much as possible. Fig. 7 shows the parallel implementation flowchart of GPU-AECG. Artifact removal, feature detection, and abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation are implemented in parallel on GPU and the rest of the computing is assigned to CPU synchronously/asynchronously. This distribution of tasks allows the parallel algorithm to be no longer limited to a completely sequential structure, which is needed only when strict dependency between the corresponding steps (Fig. 3) . For example, the artifact removal could be executed after the feature detection instead of the IIR filtering, as its result is not necessary for the feature detection. Thus, the execution time of the entire algorithm can be shortened as CPU is working on the abnormal heartbeats detection while the artifact removal is running on GPU simultaneously. Finally, abnormal heartbeats and artifact flags are input into the CUDA kernels for the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation which help to reduce misjudgments of abnormal heartbeats based on template matching algorithm. The details are described in Algorithm 1.
Regarding the efficiency of GPU-AECG, the number of threads in each block (NTB) is important to discuss. To take full advantage of GPU resources, NTB should be a multiple of the number of CUDA cores per multiprocessors (NCMP) to reduce thread warps switch latency. At the same time, another important factor of program efficiency is multiprocessors utilization rate. To keep the launching thread blocks running on multiprocessors as many as possible in the last blocks switch, this paper designs a simple way to determine the size of NTB which minimize the number of the vacated multiprocessors (NVM) in the last blocks switch. The process is shown in formula (1).
where NMP is the number of multiprocessors, N is the number of launching threads, NTB is the number of threads in each block and k times of NCMP, k is an integer and subjected s_irr //is transferred from CPU to GPU //start feature detection kernel __constant__ g_vector = {0, 50, 100, 50, 0} // structure // elements stored on GPU constant memory to //accelerate memory access speed Initial CUDA threads T, the number of T is equal to N // //N is length of s_irr // sub-processes in ''for'' are done in parallel in each block, C is a integer ceiling of N dividing NMP.
C. cGPU-AECG: CONCURRENCY IMPLEMENTATION OF GPU-AECG
In general, there are two levels of concurrency in CUDA C programming: kernel level concurrency and grid level concurrency. Kernel level concurrency stands for parallelization of a single task with many threads, as is described in the above section. In this section, we focus on grid level concurrency to handle many independent tasks together and obtain high concurrency for ECG data automated analysis. The CUDA stream is able to overlap different CUDA operations, such as CPU and GPU computation. In this section, we use N processes on CPU and N streams on GPU, where N is the number of concurrencies and is limited by computing resources of server. For the sake of implementation simplicity, each GPU-AECG is executed in one process on CPU and in a corresponding stream on GPU. Fig. 8 shows the entire cGPU-AECG process. cGPU-AECG obtains at most N messages from message queue and retrieves corresponding ECG data at a given time. The number of concurrencies is tuned dynamically based on the number of messages. The maximum number of concurrencies is N . Time-consuming parts in GPU-AECG are passed to GPU to process and other parts remain on CPU. Finally, the ECG analysis results are sent to users. Algorithm 2 presents ECG concurrency implementation. 
Algorithm 2 ecg_concurrency(setS)
(
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
CPU-AECG is a highly optimized software, developed in C/C++ for the healthcare platform production environment. CPU-AECG is benchmarked on a 20-core Intel Xeon E2660 v2 processor (2.20GHz, 24GFLOPs per core) with 252GB Memory. GPU-AECG/cGPU-AECG is benchmarked on Tesla K20Xm with 14 SM (2688 cores in total, 1.46GFLOPS per core) with 252GB memory, using the CentOS 6.5 operating system for both configurations.
B. DATA SOURCE
In this study, we utilized multi-parameter simulator (FLUKE ProSim 8 vital signs simulator) to generate 40 ECG records sampling at 150Hz with 10 minutes long. 7 types of heartbeats like N, AB, MB, APB, VPB, BM, and TM ( Fig. 9 (a-g) ) are generated to evaluate the classification performance of CPU-AECG and GPU-AECG.
On the other hand, to verify the speedups of GPU-AECG and cGPU-AECG, long-term ECG signals are collected from student volunteers, the length of which are 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours and 168 hours (Fig. 9 (i) ). The testing ECG signals are sampled at 150 Hz by a Mini-Holter [23] developed by our research team. Table 2 shows the file size of ECG data at different lengths. ECG data file size ranges from 12.46 MBytes in 24 hours to 87.22 MBytes in 168 hours, which are usually utilized for monitoring intermittent arrhythmia.
C. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF CPU-AECG AND GPU-AECG
To evaluate the classification performance of CPU-AECG and GPU-AECG for abnormal heartbeats detection, we compute the classification performance of N, AB, MB, APB, VPB, BM, and TM using the data from multi-parameter simulator. After CPU-AECG and GPU-AECG are applied to all the simulated ECG data, the classification performance is evaluated by classification accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sen), and specificity (Spe). Table. 3. The results indicate that the proposed algorithms have a stable and good classification performance. 
D. SPEEDUP AND GFLOPs-ADJUSTED SPEEDUP OF GPU-AECG
Speedup is an effective measurement in evaluating the performance of a parallel algorithm [31] . Speedup is the ratio of the elapsed time when executing a program on a single processor to the execution time on n processors. The speedup with n processors is defined as:
where S(n) is speedup with n processors. T s is the time of the algorithm running on a single processor. T p is the time of program running on n processors. It should be noted that the CPU processor used in our test is far superior to a GPU core in single-thread performance (measured by GFLOPs), which results in an unfair comparison because the parallelization efficiency is severely underestimated given the poor capacity of a single GPU thread. To illustrate this, we also calculate a GFLOPsadjusted speedup that reflects the parallelization efficiency after scaling up the single-thread performance of a GPU core and CPU core to an equal level, as defined:
where G (n) is the GFLOPs-adjusted speedup; S (n) is the speedup with n processors. sCPU is the peak floatingpoint performance of a single CPU processor and sGPU is peak floating-point performance of a single GPU core. Both sCPU and sGPU are obtained from product specification For example, the processing power of Tesla K20Xm is 1.46GFLOPs/core and the processing power of Xeon E2660 is 24GFLOPs/core.
In this paper, we tested ECG data at different time lengths, including 24, 48, 72, and 168 hours, which are useful for monitoring the health status of people with intermittent arrhythmia. To exclude the influence of accidental factors, we run both CPU-AECG and GPU-AECG 10 times. Then, the average execution time is computed in order to calculate the speedup. As Fig. 10-13 shows, the time costs of CPU-AECG increases linearly along with increases of the ECG data length in the artifact removal, feature detection and abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation process. The time of each process consists of kernel executing time and data copy time between CPU and GPU memory. Take 24-hour-long ECG signal for example, the time cost of artifact removal process is 33.34 milliseconds, and the time cost of kernel execution and data memory copy are 10.97 milliseconds and 23.24 milliseconds respectively. The feature detection process totally takes up 44.40milliseconds, and the time cost of data memory copy in this process is 44.36milliseconds while the time cost of kernel execution is 0.032 millisecond. For the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation detection process, total time cost is 12.26 milliseconds and kernel execution only takes up 0.001 millisecond. The total time cost of GPU-AECG is 0.313 second, the major time cost, 0.223second, is contributed by the IIR filter process without implementation in parallel. Above all, the time cost greatly decreases after parallel implementation on GPU. In the parallel process, most of time cost is consumed on data copy between CPU and GPU memory. GPU-AECG is computing powerful, Fig. 13 shows that the total time cost for GPU-AECG processing 168-hour-long ECG data is less than 2 seconds. In each process, the classification accuracy of GPU-AECG is the same as that of CPU-AECG. The results indicates that GPU-AECG could greatly reduce the user's waiting time after uploading ECG data to the healthcare platform. GPU-AECG achieves the best efficiency when the size of NTB equals to 768. At the same time, NVM is obtained according to formula (1) . Table 4 shows that the optimal NTB is 768 when the minimum NVM equals to 5. This method is also suitable for determination of the number of threads in each block on cCPU-AECG. Table 5 shows the speedups of each step and the total speedups. For 24-hour-long ECGs, the speedups of artifact removal, feature detection, and abnormal heartbeat reconfirmation step reach 9.3×, 28.2×, and 157.6× respectively. For a 168-hour-long ECG, the speedups are 9.6×, 27.9×, and 272.2×, respectively. As shown in Table 5 , when ECGs are 72 hours or less, the speedups of different ECG lengths do not change much at each step. However, when the ECG length is168 hours long, a slight decrease in speedups appears in the artifact removal and feature detection steps while an obvious increase appears in the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation detection step. This is because CUDA SMs are fully used when ECG data exceeds 72 hours long in the artifact removal and feature detection steps. Whereas, in the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation step, only epochs with abnormal heartbeats are passed on to the GPU to process. GPU SMs are not fully utilized because there are far fewer epochs with abnormal heartbeats than a GPU can process at a time even for 168-hour-long ECG data. Additionally, from the results in each step, we can see that the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation step always obtains the highest speedups. This is because the time cost of the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation in CPU-AECG is the highest. On the whole, with critical time-consuming processes running on GPU, the total speedups for 24, 48, 72, and 168 hours long ECG are 11.8×, 13.7×, 14.2×, and 14.1×, respectively. The results indicate that GPU is quite suitable for automated ECG analysis of long term ECG data on the health platform. 
E. SPEEDUP OF cGPU-AECG
For cGPU-AECG, we ran 5 simulations on 24-hour-long ECG data. The number of concurrencies in each simulation is 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 respectively. We also ran each simulation 10 times to exclude the influence of accidental factors. We then computed the average, maximum, and minimum time cost of different concurrency. As table 6 shows, the cGPU-AECG time cost increases with the increasing number of concurrencies, but not as fast as the latter since the computing resources are better utilized. Table 7 shows the number of concurrencies and the cGPU-AECG speedup. Compared to CPU-AECG, speedups of cGPU-AECG reaches 35.0× when the number of concurrencies is 50, while compared to GPU-AECG the speedup reaches 3.0×. Fig. 15 shows that the time cost proportion of the feature detection and the abnormal heartbeats reconfirmation process reduce from 86% of CPU-AECG to 0.3% of cGPU-AECG. The critical ability of cGPU-AECG is overlapping kernel execution and data transfer. Therefore, cGPU-AECG enables better use of the computational resources and increases the total throughput of the entire pipeline in cases of multiple concurrent user requests.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel GPU-based parallel automated ECG analysis program (GPU-AECG) which greatly shorten the total time cost of CPU-AECG designed for identifying 7 types of heartbeats. The processing time cost of GPU-AECG for 168-hour-long ECG data is less than 2 seconds. We further take advantage of the concurrent feature of the CUDA GPU architecture and design a concurrency-based automated ECG analysis algorithm, cGPU-AECG, in order to further improve the computation efficiency of GPU-AECG by handling multiple concurrent signals at the same time and optimizing the allocation of GPU computation resources. Compared with the CPU version using only one Intel Xeon E2600 processor, our cGPU-AECG reaches 35.0× speedups when handling 24-hour-long ECG data using a single NVIDIA Tesla K20Xm card, without reducing the classification accuracy of ECG classification. With cGPU-AECG, we are able to handle multiple 24-hour-ECG signals from 1000 users in a few seconds and return the results promptly using only two GPU server with 16 GPU cards each, costing less than $100,000 in total, which greatly improves the user experiences of mobile health services, and reduces the economic cost of building ECG analysis platforms. XIAOMAO 
